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A MESSAGE FROM

THE COMMODORE
Welcome to the 2014
winter edition of the
Lion Times.
It is my great pleasure to be
writing this message as your
newly elected Commodore.
Included with this edition is
the pocket sized Club Diary in
response to member’s requests
for something in a longer
lasting and more convenient
format than the printed out
version from the Club’s
website. The RHYC web site
version will invariably become
more accurate as events are
automatically added during the year so for those with the internet it
will be worthwhile checking it on a regular basis.
You will also find a questionnaire sheet which we would ask
you to return so that the Club can be sure we have your current
e-mail address and also to be aware of those that have just recently
acquired this method of communication. This will enable the Club
to reduce its considerable postage costs.
We have a very busy programme both on and off the water
for the coming season. The sailing side continues to expand with
some interesting events added to complement our established
schedule of races whilst the House Committee are very active and
introducing new social events to encourage members to the Club
and take advantage of our superb facilities. So I would encourage
you all to come along and support the events that the various Club
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Committees will have spent much time and energy organising.
I am pleased to report that the General Committee have
confirmed the appointment of Anthony Gifford as the Club’s third
trustee following the passing of Tony James in early 2013.
Our newly appointed Operations and Events Manager James
Aldridge is now in post and has overall responsibility for Bar,
Catering, Caretaking, staff management and all aspects of running
the new building with cleaning of the building being given to
a private cleaning company. James will be contracted to be in
attendance at weekends where we have been vulnerable to
criticism for not meeting member’s expectations with particular
regard to the bar and catering service. In a nutshell it will be James’s
role to ensure our members and visitors enjoy the experience of
using the Club’s facilities and encourage them to return on a more
regular basis.
As one member of staff arrives our longest serving employee
David Bloomfield has decided to start a well deserved retirement
so he can enjoy his many other interests. David’s last day of work
will be Thursday 9th January 2014 during which a presentation will
be made to him just prior to the Thursday lunch. Most members
have come in contact with him at varying times and I am sure we
will all miss his easy and happy going nature in whatever task he was
undertaking. We will however still see David at the Club as he has
agreed to work most Fridays to carry out ground maintenance and
general repair duties around the Club.
And finally I would like to thank all those who have contributed
articles or been involved in this publication. I wish you all a
successful season in 2014 and look forward to meeting up with you
at the Clubhouse.
Ken Stowe, Commodore, Royal Harwich Yacht Club
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The new clubhouse was officially opened on Regatta Weekend by Sir Robin Knox-Johnston.
He is pictured above with the Flag Officers.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

Sir William Burton – An E
words ~ Bruce Moss

William Burton was an Ipswich boy, born and bred. Starting his sailing career in 1888, he quickly
made a mark on the national racing scene in both small and big yacht competition.
From 1899 he was a keen supporter of
the Orwell Corinthian one-design class,
owning several of these 18ft. keel boats
including the “May” which was still racing
from the RHYC one hundred years later.
In 1897 he purchased the “Penitent”, the
first of many of the 52ft. class racers he
was to own. Burton was a fine helmsman,
recording twelve wins out of sixteen starts
that year. He was the complete Corinthian
yachtsman, skippering and helming himself
in every race. Such was his prowess in the
sport that in 1899 he was elected to the
Council of the Yacht Racing Association
which controlled British yacht racing. He
served on the Council until 1939 by which
time he was President of the Association.
In 1889, Burton joined the RHYC,
becoming Rear Commodore in 1909 and
Vice Commodore in 1911. His racing
experience had by then propelled him to
the forefront of the sport.

The America’s Cup
Sir William Burton – the club’s only photograph

Whilst William Burton was making a
name for himself in the yacht-racing world
a fellow countryman was also establishing
himself as a successful yacht
owner. Grocery magnate
Sir Thomas Lipton had an

ambition to win back the America’s Cup
for Britain. Unlike Burton, Sir Thomas
was not a hands-on yachtsman, preferring
to employ professional skippers and
helmsmen for his great racing yachts.
Although unsuccessful in five attempts
to lift the America’s Cup, Lipton was
nothing if not persistent. Having had
Fife design his first three contenders,
for his fourth challenge in 1914 he went
to Charles Nicholson who came up
with a radical, handicap cheating boat
which was extremely fast and highly
competitive. The 1914 contest for the
“Cup” was thwarted by the outbreak
of war in Europe, so both contender
and defender were laid up in New York
during this postponement. The event
was finally held in 1920 under the same
handicap conditions as prevailed in 1914.
Sir Thomas invited Sir William Burton*
to skipper “Shamrock IV”. In a “bestof-five-races series Burton won the
first two, leaving him with three “match
points”. In the third race, “Shamrock
IV”, despite finishing first over the line,
failed to make up her time allowance.
This disappointment was compounded
by losing the last two races in freshening

Clockwise from left: 52 ft ‘Penitent’, The hull of an Orwell Corinthian One Design,
‘Shamrock’s’ racing burgee, The hull of ‘Shamrock IV’
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xceptional Flag officer
winds, and the “Cup” once more
eluded Sir Thomas Lipton. This was the
closest Britain would get to winning the
“America’s Cup” and was also the third
time that RHYC Flag Officers had been
involved in Cup challenges. Sir William
then flung himself into Twelve Metre
yacht racing, having a string of yachts built
during the 1920s and ‘30s.

Smaller Boats
Whilst a hard core of wealthy owners
clung onto the concept of big-yacht racing,
Sir William had the foresight to realize
that the future of yacht racing was going
to rely on small boat sailing. So during the
1930s and ‘40s, as President of the YRA,
he strongly encouraged dinghy racing.
Testament to that sentiment today is the
“Burton Trophy” which is still raced for

annually by “National Twelve” dinghies,
a class strongly supported by the RHYC
in the 1980s and ‘90s, and still often seen
racing in handicap classes here on the
River Orwell.

RHYC Commodore
At the age of seventy eight after six
years as RHYC Commodore, Sir William
Burton died in 1942. Having been elected
Commodore in 1936, it was a shame that
he had only three years in that role before
yet another War thwarted yacht racing
competition. Having given so much to the
sport, he will always be remembered for
his outstanding contribution, particularly
by the RHYC to whom he was an
exceptional Flag Officer.
*Burton was knighted for services to the
Country during the Great War.

Sir Thomas Lipton

The complete service for all
yachts and commercial craft
Marina berthing and hard standing with travel lift to 70 tons.
Refit and repair specialists for all commercial and leisure craft.
Our dedicated craftsman and engineers have a wealth of experience
in joinery, teak decks, spray-painting and varnish, engineering,
timber, GRP and gelcoat repairs, osmosis/epoxy bottom treatment.
Electonics advice, supply, installation and aftersales for all the
major brands.
Rigging – Standing rigging in rod or wire. Running rigging for
cruising or racing. Rig surveys, complete with re-rigs and advice
on handling systems.
Fox’s Marina Ipswich Limited
Ipswich, Suﬀolk, IP2 8SA

Stainless fabrication for marine, commercial and domestic
installations.

+44 (0) 1473 689111
foxs@foxsmarina.com

Fox’s Marine & Country store – Our 15,000 sq ft superstore stocks
the most comprehensive range of marine equipment, yachting
and country clothing and accessories on the east coast.

foxsmarina.com

THE LARGEST YACHT REPAIR FACILITY ON THE EAST COAST OF THE UK
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30,000 Islands

Cruising in Sweden with Michael and
words ~ Michael Abrahams

In 2012 we took our new
motor boat Fyrklöver VI, a
Beneteau Swift trawler 34, from
Woolverstone to Gothenburg
then through the Göta Canal
to the Baltic. We had her
overwintered in a heated shed at
great expense in Oxelösund some
100 km south of Stockholm.
Anita and I picked up Fyrklöver from the
boat yard in middle of May 2013 after the
ice had melted and headed for Trosa, an old
historic small town; conditions were perfect,
flat seas, warmth and a clear blue sky. The
next day we selected an inner passage up
the coast to the Södertäalje canal to lock
into the enormous fresh water Lake Mälaren
which stretches some 100 km to the west of
Stockholm. We gave the town of Södertälje a
miss and found instead a beautiful overnight
stop at Stallarholmen with the Krog still open
for a late supper. The lake itself has its own
archipelago and offers extensive cruising
opportunities. The season had not started so
we had the beautiful waters all to ourselves.
They had been skating on the lake three
weeks earlier and we found that the ice had
shifted some of the navigation buoys.

To Stockholm
The next day we were in Västerås a
modern city where we moored for 3 days
to visit Anita’s cousin Bengt. Strängnäs, to
the east, was our next port of call before we
entered Stockholm by the back door some
days later.
We locked out of the lake through the
Hammerbyslussen with a fall of only 30 cm
back into the Baltic. We crossed the shipping
channel to moor in the Wasahamn .The
marina is close to the Wasa museum, which
is well worth a visit, and is only a short no 7
tram ride to the city centre and provides an
excellent base for visiting Stockholm. The
marina is not expensive as we were able to
negotiate a rate which worked out at £15
per day, not bad for mooring in the city.
We were to spend ten days visiting friends
and providing a base for our family, as our
daughter Kristina was moving apartments,
having relocated to Stockholm from
Amsterdam. We did day trips on the water
and ashore also an overnight in Vaxholm to
the delight of our grandchildren.
The weather over three weeks was
excellent with the Scandinavian high
stationary, allowing for breakfast in the
cockpit and long sunny evenings. Daily

temperatures were in the mid 20C’ s, the
highest being in Västerås at 32 C. Sweden is
not too expensive, the exception being diesel
costing up to £ 1.70/litre - especially if you
have a tank for 800 litres! Supermarket food
is about the same as the UK, though eating
out can cost more. Booze is only available
at the state licenced Systembolag found in
most towns. The costs of wine and beer
are reasonable but spirits are expensive.
Moorings in the natural harbours are free
where Swedish boats moor bow to the
rocks with a stern anchor but marinas are
UK prices.
All too soon, this part of our cruise came
to an end. We left Stockholm on 3 June
and made south to Trosa in one hop back
through Lake Mälaren, a distance of 55 n.
miles in about 6 hours. We left Fyrklöver
in Trosa and flew home from Skavsta the
following day.
On our return trip on 19 June, we were
accompanied by Anthea and Pat York,
arriving late in the evening by taxi from
Skavsta. We provisioned and visited the
Systembolag and managed to get underway
in the morning and dropped anchor for
lunch in Savosund. We continued heading
south on a nice warm sunny day, reaching
Arkösund before the marina office closed
in the evening, a distance of 44 n. miles in 5
hours. The following day was an adventurous
50 n. mile passage south to Västervik. It was
breezy and sunny but unusually cold as we
continued with our cruise, passing through
a very complex archipelago of islands, some
densely wooded, off-lying rock skerries with
numerous passageways which interconnect,
making navigation tricky, requiring frequent
course changes but fantastic scenery. Very
few boats were out even though it was the
midsummer weekend.

Dinner with a view

‘Fyrklöver VI’ in Sweden
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We had planned to stay over the weekend
but the town was partly deserted with no
activities taking place so after one night
we looked at the Swedish pilot which is
published in English and decided to move
east to Idö a small island which had a landing
pontoon. This proved to be delightful and
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and a Rock!

Anita Abrahams

Oxelosund - our base for the winter.

we just managed to squeeze in between the
yachts bows to, attached to a fixed stern
rope anchor in a narrow rocky channel. We
ate ashore after climbing up to the seasonal
restaurant set high on top of the island and
marvelled at the magnificent views out over
the archipelago as the sun went down.

The Rock
The next day started well as we headed
south through the passageways until we
decided to anchor for lunch in Alö Inlet.
The charts and the pilot book indicated 5
meters of water and some semi-submerged
rocks on the northern shore of the inlet. I
took over the wheel, slowed right down to
tick over and lined up with the centre of the
entrance and proceeded slowly in to a small
anchorage. It was not to be, as there was
a sudden crunch as headway immediately
stopped though the engine was running. I
realised what had happened; we had run
aground with clear water all around on an
unmarked rock, a meter below the surface.
I tried to free her with my bow and stern
thrusters and heeled her over but to no
avail. Fortunately the engine’s electronics
had automatically cut the gearbox drive on
impact.
We wondered what to do next but
help was to hand as an outboard dory was
motoring out from the village. This was
Danny from Norrköping, on holiday with
his family who charmingly said that we were

not the first to be stranded on the rock,
as there were usually 3 or 4 boats each
season. Sometimes a temporary buoy was
in place! With help from a second dory,
Danny was able to pull us off sideways. We
dropped anchor in the lagoon where Danny
kindly dived down to inspect. He reported
minimal hull damage but 2 badly damaged
prop blades. We thanked the rescue crews
with some bottles of Famous Grouse
and limped away at a reduced speed to
Oskarsham.
Oskarsham is some 200 n. miles south

of Stockholm and is considered to be the
southern end of the archipelagos and, with
the exception of the Kalmar Sound and
Hanö Island with its excellent harbour,
the coast opens up into the much wider
expanses of the southern Baltic. I made
arrangements to have Fyrklöver lifted out
at Simrisham for a temporary repair to the
propeller. The Yorks left us in Ystad, home
of Wallander, the famous TV detective. For
the cruise home to Woolverstone, which
was another adventure, we were joined by
Kenny and arrived home three weeks later.

Sunset in the Baltic
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first we listen
An “exceptional,
empathetic team”
“Always value for money”
“Meticulous, helpful,
hands-on”
Legal 500

then we advise
01473 232425
Bury St Edmunds | Cambridge | Felixstowe | Ipswich | Norwich | Thetford
Ashton KCJ is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (Recognised Body number 45826).
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WAYFARING on

LAKE HURON
words ~ Anne Kell

Every year the Wayfarer
Association runs an
International Rally in a country
where there is a fleet of
Wayfarer dinghies. The Royal
Harwich was host to one such
rally in 2005.
In 2008 I was fortunate enough to join
the International Rally to Maine, USA. My
lasting memories of this rally are of a series

of parallel inlets separated by low, wooded
islands, a tortuous, boulder strewn exit
channel from the harbour, a maze of lobster
pots to negotiate, beautiful sailing conditions
and, most importantly, wonderful company.
Whilst there the Americans and Canadians
were singing the praises of one of their
other regular haunts, Parry Sound, and I
resolved that if ever the opportunity arose
to sail there I would jump at it. So to the
International Rally 2013.

sailor from Ireland and one from Holland
added to the international flavour.
We were based on the camp ground in
Killbear Provincial Park for the week. The
weather was at times wet, but there were
boats sailing all seven days of the rally. Every
morning we had a briefing on the beach
at Lighthouse Point, with introductions
and weather reports. Each day the fleet
then broke up into different sub-fleets to
sail to different locations depending on
interest and the sailing skills of the crew.
The advantage of this as a sailing location
is the variety. On windy days, Parry Sound
itself offered sheltered cruising grounds,
whilst on calmer days we ventured out into
the more exposed waters of Georgian Bay
itself. Tuesday proved to be the best sailing
day with moderate (F3) steady winds out
of the west. A three hour sail took nine
boats to Regatta Bay and lunch on the
rocks followed by a swim. The view and
the blueberries were fabulous. Another 15
boats went to the Pancake Islands to lunch,
relax and enjoy the day.

THE SOCIAL SCENE AT KILLBEAR
The international rallies are noted
for their socialising and this one did not
disappoint. Equipped with the Wayfarer
song book, most evenings had a musical

theme. On one evening we had a cocktail/
tailgate party. It is amazing to see the
quality and quantity of food that camping
Wayfarers can produce. The Killbear marina
set aside their whole restaurant for our
banquet on another night. Finally, the ‘black
tie’ evening was the social event of the rally.
This was combined with a potluck dinner as
part of the evening.
If you ever get the opportunity to sail in
this area of the Great Lakes, grab it with both
hands – I can’t recommend it highly enough.

RALLYING ON A GREAT LAKE
Parry Sound and Georgian Bay on the
east side of Lake Huron certainly lived up
to hype. It was made for Wayfarer cruising,
with a maze of ice scoured islands, no tides,
gentle winds (F2-4) and largely sunny days.
With 25 boats and 65 participants, it
was a large rally. 30 participants came
from various parts of Ontario, while 28
came from the United States. There were
participants from as far south as North
Carolina, as far west as Wisconsin and
as far east as Massachusetts. Four of us
represented the UKWA whilst another
11
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NOVA SCOTIA
words ~ Martin Brevan

RHYC members Martin and
Elizabeth Bevan with their Amel
54 Caduceus continue cruising
North America with a summer
cruise to the Eastern Shore of
Nova Scotia.
Border Issues
Our original plan to cruise Nova Scotia
in 2012 was scotched by fear that the
Canadian Customs would take a dim view
of our long term store of spirits and wine
on board. Some prior forethought this
year saw the contraband safely ashore in a
friend’s barn in Annapolis which left us with
a clear conscience for a trip to Canada.
Having worked our way up from our
winter base in Norfolk, Virginia, via an
Ocean Cruising Club rally in the midChesapeake and a passage from the
Delaware to Gloucester, Massachusetts,
we departed from Boston on Wednesday
10 July, having had to wait for the early
morning fog to clear enough to avoid the
busy commercial traffic. It might have been
easier to go in the fog as it appeared that
most of the morning’s barge and tug traffic
had also waited, which made for an exciting
start for the 280nm passage to Shelburne,
Nova Scotia.

Foggy Days
Fog is something that in the normal
course of events cruisers occasionally get
caught out in. Our trip to Nova Scotia was
to change this, fog becoming the norm
rather than the exception, with the final
28 hours of this passage being made with
visibility well under 100m. A combination of
radar and AIS both overlaid onto the chart
plotter and a mast mounted hailer to sound
the fog signal were to become constant and
much valued companions.

Rogues Roost, reputedly a privateers
old haunt and a very special anchorage
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On the third morning 0600, having
slowed right down to ensure a daylight
arrival we had our first taste of what is
par for passages in Nova Scotia. As we
rounded Cape Roseway, at the entrance to
Shelburne Harbour, the fog slowly cleared,
first allowing us a view of the top of the
lighthouse and then dropping away to reveal
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The historic Lunenburg waterfront and one of the wooden boat racing fleet

the coast below. By the time that we sailed
up the harbour we were in bright sunshine
and the dripping fog but a memory; until
next time.
What a spectacular place to arrive. We
were given a very warm welcome by the
Shelburne Harbour Yacht Club and the
Ocean Cruising Club Port Officers who
had heard on the bush telegraph that a
club boat had arrived. As well as providing
spectacular scenery Shelburne Harbour
is one of the largest natural harbours in
America and together with Halifax was used
to assemble convoys of merchant ships
during the Second World War.

Squadron is some distance from the City
and its busy waterfront there is a good
bus service and our bicycles saw service
with trips to the chandlery and the
supermarket.

Rogues Roost
Having decided for this year that Halifax
was the point at which we would turn back
and retrace our steps, we set off with,
unusually for us, some brisk short tacking

down the harbour. Then it was through the
channels of the Sambro Ledges and round
into Prospect Bay where we viewed with
some trepidation the entrance into Rogues
Roost, reputedly one of the best and most
picturesque anchorages in Nova Scotia.
The entrance is described as narrow with
a large flat topped rock, awash at high tide,
blocking the middle and left hand side and
with the right hand shoreline to be left no
Continued...

The flag is the pre-union British flag and
reflects the history of the Province and its
inhabitants back to the Revolutionary Wars
in the USA and the wars with the French
for what is now Canada.
After relaxing for a few days in Shelburne
and enjoying the hospitality of the Club we
set off for day hops to Halifax this time with
bright sunshine and no fog. A complete
portfolio of Canadian raster charts working
with the freeware plotter program
‘OpenCPN’ and an excellent recent cruising
guide to Nova Scotia by Peter Loveridge
of the Shelburne Yacht Club, in addition to
C-Map on our main Furuno chart plotter,
helped us find our ways through passages
and into anchorages that we would
otherwise have missed.
Whilst the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht

The base for our stay in Halifax was the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron with its excellent clubhouse and well
founded and busy marina

13
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Long Cove was exactly what it said, a 1½ mile cleft in the hillside with a delightful anchorage at the head
...continued

more than a boat’s length to starboard –
and Peter Loveridge’s boat length is 30 feet.
Breathing in and going very slowly saw us
into the anchorage with never less than 3
metres under the keel but heavens knows
how little on either side.
What a wonderful, tranquil place,
especially mid-week and with the prospect
of deteriorating weather keeping the
crowds away.

sending schooners off to the Banks there is
a very moving memorial to those fishermen
who did not make it back.
A photograph of our anchorage at
Carter’s Beach would not show much as
whilst we were anchored under 100m off
the beach we did not see it.

And so it was back to a sunny Shelburne
before setting off for an overnight trip to
Mount Desert Island in Maine most of the
trip in thick fog – what else. When you can
see it, it is very beautiful but it is well to be
prepared for the weather; the local sailors
certainly are.

Whilst in Rogues Roost the fog came
down and so it remained for the rest of our
return trip to Shelburne with the visibility
only improving as we entered our various
anchorages.
We were in the historic fishing port
of Lunenburg for the annual wooden
boats regatta which proved exciting as
whilst anchored in the approved area we
appeared to be a mark on the course.
The museum in Lunenburg is well worth a
visit. We especially liked the ‘Rum Runner’
display which recounts how the worthy
fishermen of Lunenburg turned the odd
dollar running booze to the USA during
prohibition. As in other towns that we have
visited on the east coast with a history of
14

View from the balcony of the Shelburne Harbour Yacht Club, Caduceus alongside
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Seamark
East Anglia’s Favourite

Nunn
Boating Store

Marine Retail

er of the year

• Electronics
• GPS / Plotters
• RIBs / Inflatables
• Outboard Engines
• Paints & Antifoul
• Deck Hardware

2012

• Sailing Clothing
• Safety Equipment
• Liferafts
• Ropes & Rigging
• Books & Charts
• Dinghy Spares

Some of the
quality brands
we stock...

RIDE YOUR
WAVES WITH US
Tel - 01394 451000 Email - sales@seamarknunn.com 400 High Road, Trimley St. Martin, Felixstowe, Suffolk IP11 0SG

We’re the
World-class
advisers
next door

With BDO you get friendly, local support from
one of the country’s leading firms of accountants
and business advisers. It’s our combination of
regional knowledge with national resources and
international contacts that makes us a favourite
among private individuals and growing businesses.
To find out more please ring Keith Ferguson
on 01473 320 700 or email keith.ferguson:bdo.co.uk

www.bdo.co.uk

BDO LLP is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Services Authority to
conduct investment business.
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‘Majestic Maersk’
words ~ Jim Grant

On 2nd October, the ‘Majestic
Maersk’ came to Harwich
Harbour. A Triple E Class ship
with an overall length of 399
metres and displacement of
260,000 metric tonnes, she is
one of the largest container
ships in the world and the
largest vessel ever to visit
Harwich.
She is one of a series of twenty similar
ships commissioned by Maersk, specifically
designed to carry safely as many containers
as possible on routes from the Far East
to Europe and her twin engines and twin
propellers were designed for fuel efficiency.
She carries a crew of twenty-two of
whom eighteen are operational staff and
four permanently on maintenance The
Harbourmaster at Harwich, Captain Neil
Glendinning, reminisced that in his days at
sea in the 1970’s, a vessel one twentieth of
that size would have had a crew of fifty.

Special Treatment for a
Special Case
The arrival of such a huge vessel
posed a real challenge for the pilots and
management at Harwich Harbour. Captain
Glendinning, advised that he and his staff
made special preparations for it. Two of
the most experienced pilots went to the

Hydraulic Research Centre at Wallingford
in Oxfordshire, which has state of the
art simulation facilities. A safe standard
operating procedure was prepared, which
took into account wind limits and tug
requirements. This was based upon a
worst case scenario, a 30kt NE wind and a
flood tide. These conditions coupled with
the vessel’s length and a lateral wind area
of 17,500 sq metres would have proved
very challenging for all involved in handling
the ship. The procedure would have
required the deployment of all four tugs
operating at their full limits, a bollard pull
of 65 tonnes each.
Normal practice for ships coming into
Harwich is for the pilot to join the vessel
at Sunk, fifteen miles out, and, while the
Master remains in overall command, the
pilot takes over control of the ship until
she is safely docked at Felixstowe. Because
of the extra factors involved with the
‘Majestic Maersk’, two pilots joined the
vessel in Rotterdam and were on board all
the way across to familiarize themselves
with her handling characteristics. Even for
very experienced and highly trained pilots,
this was a special case demanding special
measures. The pilots are accustomed to
handling other vessels almost as long.
They had undergone extensive training as
pilots over a minimum of seven years in
addition to their years at sea but even for
such experienced men, this was to be a
special task.

Smooth operation
In the event, conditions were perfect and
everything went very smoothly. Captain
Glendinning commented that Maersk Line
officers are generally of a high standard and
very competent. Vessel Traffic Services kept
the ship’s route clear and every aspect of
the arrival was well coordinated. ‘Majestic
Maersk’ docked at 15.00. She required a
berth 450 metres long and fenders capable
of handling a vessel with a displacement of
260,000 tonnes. The operation of the tugs
was coordinated by radio; when they are
connected to the ship, they cannot be seen
from the bridge.
After 18 hours of cargo handling
operations, representing a very quick turnaround for such a ship, she left again with
a cargo near to capacity. With the facilities
at Felixstowe, this could have been greater
but the handling equipment at Singapore
does not have the capability to handle a
higher stack of containers.
For those who did not see the vessel in
harbour, by way of comparison, the largest
cruise ships which come into Parkstone
Quay are some 300 metres long but have a
deadweight of 89,000 mt, compared with
the 200,000mt of ‘Majestic Maersk’.
As one of Maersk Line’s latest Triple
E series of ships, ‘Majestic Maersk’ is
something of a celebrity. She is used
by the company for PR purposes and
recently had members of the Dutch
royal family on board and while she lay in
Esjberg, she had 14,000 visitors. Sadly, for
the time being, there are no plans for a
return visit to Harwich.
She must have been a very impressive
spectacle in Harwich Harbour if any of
our members saw her from the water
– hopefully only from a very respectful
distance!
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lion legend

Mary Stamp
Mary started her sailing life with a course at
Salcombe in Devon and was racing single-handed in
a British Moth dinghy and crewing in a National 12
at Ranelagh Sailing Club at Putney, on the Thames
by the early 1960’s. She then went off to the United
States for a couple of years, working in various
temporary jobs, as a nanny, waitress, department
store assistant and even as a ranch hand on a cattle
ranch!

enjoying considerable success
within the club and further afield.

She returned to England in 1963 and resumed crewing in National
12’s at Ranelagh where she met Ewen in 1968 and they were married
in 1970. They then joined RYHC and came up each weekend from
Brentwood, towing the boat behind an orange VW Camper Van with the
children in the back (and a baby-sitter). Meanwhile, Mary was still sailing
with the Ladies Group at Dabchicks Sailing Club at West Mersea where
Ewen was not involved.

Back at the club, Mary served
on both the General Committee
and the Sailing Committee and she
The next generation - Grandson Dominic
also performed the duties of the
Bowden 31/2 who likes to sail in the Oppie
Commodore’s wife, during Ewen’s
with Mum in the front
term in that position. However,
she regards her main contribution
as the formation of the Women on Water Group, which has been very
successful and good for the club. She says they are a sociable bunch,
gently competitive on the water but only in fair weather and happy just
to meet for a coffee and a chat when the Orwell is uninviting. The group
is still going strongly with six to eight boats taking part each week. Mary
advises that male club members are welcomed by the group – but only
in the support boat!

Successful Years
However, she did sail very competitively with Ewen in National 12’s
and together, from 1972 onwards, they were very successful over
a number of years, coming 5th, 7th and 12th overall in the National
Championships in different years and later winning outright the Over
40’s Trophy. Ewen modestly says that he was “rubbish” until Mary
became his crew as she provided her competitive edge and a sharp jab in
his buttock when his performance waivered - whatever the truth, they
were a very successful pair. The Stamps moved to Stutton in 1997 and
getting to the club obviously became much simpler.
Mary has long been involved in club affairs. She and Ewen ran the
Optimist fleet between 1984 and 1986, when there was a very strong
group of youngsters all coming through together, many of whom are still

Mary’s single-handed sailing
continued in both a Topper and
a Byte in which she competed
in the World Championships
in Singapore coming 3rd in the
Masters Competition in 2003 and
in Bangkok in 2007.

A Club Servant

In recent years, Mary and Ewen have taken to cruising on their yacht,
‘Watermark’, an Elan 31. Still a two ‘man’ crew, they have sailed as far as
Holland twice and Falmouth as well as around the east coast.

A Sailing Family
Mary takes pleasure in the fact that all three of their daughters
have proved to be successful sailors. Jane has been an international
sailor, representing England and Great Britain at various
competitions. She and her sister Amy both captained their university
teams and won the University Team Racing Championship, while
Helen, who was less enthusiastic about sailing until she joined the
Army, took the chance to sail in the Army boat in the Inter-Services
Round the World Race, sailing the leg from the Falklands to Antigua.
And now, there are four young grand-children who are taking to the
water in turn!

Other talents
Away from the water, Mary pursues her other passion - for music.
Somehow, she finds time to exercise her diverse talents, singing in two
auditioned choirs, one in Colchester and one at Snape Maltings and
playing Recorders and Viols in various groups on a regular basis.
Meanwhile Mary is still sailing on both her Byte and her Topper as
long as the weather is decent. She says her ‘new’ shoulders have given
her a new lease of life in the dinghies. She simply loves being on the
water, loves the ambience of sailing and being at one with the boat and
her competitive spirit remains undiminished. Mary Stamp is a model
for all younger women on the water and truly a Lion Legend.
A successful crew – Mary and Ewen
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The Cirdan Sailing Trust
The Cirdan Sailing Trust was
established in 1983 since when it
has provided 30,000 plus young
people from across the UK with
self-development, integration and
learning opportunities through
the challenge of life at sea aboard
its large sailing vessels. The
Trust’s work is mainly with groups
of young people who suffer from
disadvantages related to social
deprivation and isolation, abuse
and special needs. Others are
homeless, have learning difficulties
or are excluded from education
or society, part of rehabilitation
or drug prevention scheme. A
few may have mental, physical
or sensory disabilities or just find
school life challenging and need
added direction.
The Cirdan Experience
The experience offered by Cirdan makes
a significant contribution to the development
of a young person’s life skills, stimulates their
desire to learn, improves their attitude towards
authority and generally enhances their health
and well-being. Accompanied by their youth
leaders and working alongside the professional
crew, the young people are involved in all
aspects of running and sailing the vessel, both
above and below deck. They have to work
together on deck aboard vessels that are
purposely designed to be labour intensive,
get involved in planning and navigation, learn
to cook for themselves and each other and
keep a tidy ship. They also have to adapt to
living in harmony with their shipmates in a
confined space and appreciate how to conduct
themselves when ashore.

Benefits
Through this active involvement, they learn
about themselves, develop an acceptance
of others, develop a willingness to take
controlled risks, discover hidden strengths and
talents and gain an understanding of the value
of working as a team. The leaders use the
benefits gained and new skills learned by the
young people to build on their work back at
home. Feedback from youth leaders indicates
they can achieve more with their young
people during an intensive seven days at sea
than they can in several months on dry land.
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There is evidence that the experience
provide by Cirdan can change the course
of a young person’s life.

Funding
The Trust is partly self-funding through
the collection of voyage fees which, by
careful management, are kept as low
as possible. However, very few of the
organisations and young people who
wish to benefit from the experience of
life at sea are in a position to cover the
full costs involved. They rely on support
from Cirdan’s Voyage of Discovery
Fund scheme to supplement the
limited monies raised through their
own resources. With a focus on the
provision of voyages for disadvantaged
groups, Cirdan in turn relies on the
generous support of benefactors
throughout Britain for the successful
operation of the scheme.

Vessels
At present the Trust operates
three large traditional sailing vessels.
Traditional vessels, by their nature,
are work intensive and provide
young people with the opportunity
to be involved in all the processes
of sailing the vessel. This hands-on
involvement, relying on muscle power rather
than labour saving devices, creates the unique
experience we offer. Traditional vessels gather
a great deal of attention in port which gives
young people a sense of belonging and pride in
being associated with them.
All the vessels are fully certificated by the
Department for Transport in accordance with
the Codes of Practice for the operation of small
commercial vessels and regular maintenance
and survey programmes are carried out to
ensure they are in excellent working order
throughout the season.
Faramir – A Bermudan rig Ketch built in
1982 and 22.4 metres long. She has 14 bunks
and is suitable for groups of young people
aged from 12 years. She is an ideal vessel for
events such as The Tall Ships’ Races and other
long voyages outside of our usual sailing area.
However, Faramir will generally sail the coastal
waters of North East England and Southern
Scotland and she is a regular early season visitor
to the RHYC.
Queen Galadriel – A Baltic Trader, gaff rig
ketch, with an overall length of 32.9 metres
and 16 berths.

‘Faramir’ - a regular visitor to RHYC

Duet – A gaff rig Edwardian Yawl with an
overall length of 21.9 metres and 7 berths.

Youth voyages
The Trust runs voyages for groups of young
people, aged 12 to 25 who come on board
with their youth leaders from organisations
across the spectrum. The voyage can be
incorporated into an on-going programme this works particularly well when the group
have been working on a project together as it
reinforces all the skills that have been learned
through the programme. Others just want
their young people, in particular those on
alternative education programme, to develop
life skills whilst having fun and adventure in a
controlled but challenging environment.
They also run a limited number of voyages
especially for individual young people wishing
to sail as part of their Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme and other like minded young
people looking for adventure.

Adult voyages
Sailing opportunities are also available for
individuals with a sense of adventure or those
with an interest in traditional sailing vessels but
requiring the help of a professional crew.
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MEET THE flag officers

Vice Commodore
Stuart Burgess
Stuart Burgess arrived at RHYC from Invercargill in New
Zealand following a colourful and diverse career. He originally
came to Europe as a ski instructor before a bad accident brought
that to an end. He then worked for some time for an Australian
mining company before going off to sea, where he obtained
his Master’s Ticket and served on ships carrying cargoes of
dynamite through the Panama Canal. Back ashore he went back
to university to study law and qualify as a barrister at the Middle
Temple. He moved into the city where he worked as a marine
lawyer before deciding to set up on his own in the insurance
business in Norwich.
He was interviewed by Lion Times:

How did you come into sailing –
where and when?

What do you regard as your top
achievement in sailing?

A fantasy crew of three you
would like to sail with?

Growing up in the south of New
Zealand, we were always on the
water. At school, Wednesday
afternoon was club time and I joined
the sailing club, racing a Moth dinghy.

In the early 1970’s I did a singlehanded transatlantic crossing in my
24 foot yawl, which I had come to
England to purchase.

Captain James Cook, who explored
much of the world with a mechanical
log and a sextant for latitude only;
Adrian Hayter, who sailed singlehanded back to NZ after the Second
World War and wrote two books,
‘Sheila on the Wind’ and ‘Business
in Great Waters’; Captain William
Bligh, who sailed the Bounty’s
longboat after the mutiny, across
the Pacific to the Dutch harbour of
Batavia (Jajarta) without losing a
man.

When did you join RHYC?
We joined as a family in 1993 to
enable our three girls to learn to sail
without Dad instructing them.
Are you a cruiser or a racer?
A cruiser.
What was your first boat?

The three key people in your
sailing life?
My wife, Linda, who sails in all
weathers that get thrown at us and
my daughters who have taught me
to enjoy stopping, anchoring and
exploring.
What piece of kit would you not
want to leave behind?

The first boat was a canvas covered
kayak which I bought for £2 with my
paper money when I was ten. It sank
with her captain on board, first time
out.

The electric windlass

And a favourite book when you
cannot sail?

Favourite sailing area?

‘Atlas Shrugged’ by Ayn Rand

The West Indies

Any remaining sailing ambitions?

What do you sail now – and who
with?

Favourite anchorage
The anchorage at the southern end
of Espalmador, between Ibiza and
Formentera in the Balearics – it is
idyllic.

To cruise the Inter-coastal Waterway
on the east coast of the USA.

We now sail a Fisher 46, ‘Roly Jay’,
having progressed from a Fisher
37. As our three daughters grew,
we needed something larger. They
immediately left home and now Linda
and I sail it ourselves.

Favourite drink at the end of a
day’s sailing?
Bitter shandy – a pint, please.

What sailing memory do you
most treasure?

What do you think of the new
clubhouse?

Running under bare poles before a
Force 10 in a magnificent Nicholson
53 in the Med.

It’s a fantastic achievement by the
members
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The Club Season
words ~ Rear Commodore Gordon Sutton
Scatter Race
The club staged a new form of event in July, a ‘Scatter Race’
in which several buoys were given different values, expressed
in points which were ‘collected’ by the boats which rounded
them. At the end of the allocated race time, the winner was the
boat which had collected the most points. The race developed
into a tactical battle, as gamblers battled against the safe and
steady sailors. As something completely different, it proved
to be a very popular format and it is intended to run the race
again next season.
In August the Bridge Trophy Race was another highlight with
boats of all classes racing from the club to the Orwell Bridge
and back. This event was won by Antony and James Gifford in
a National 12. This will be in the calendar again for next year.

Open Events

Sailing Experience
The 2013 season saw the introduction of a ‘Try a Boat’ course which
was successful, drawing fifteen new sailors to the royal Harwich and,
having enjoyed the experience, four of them have now joined the
club. Following on from that, on Mondays, the club in partnership with
Neptune, started “Sailing Experience”, teaching new members the
basics of sailing and encouraging existing members to improve their
skills. This will resume next year, using Wayfarers and an Ajax.

The Ajax Fleet
Corporate Days were hosted by the Ajax fleet sailors for Birketts,
solicitors in Ipswich. The firm’s guests took part, as crew members, in a
series of races over two days with each boat skippered by a club sailor.
Everyone seemed to enjoy the racing experience. Afterwards, the party
was well looked after by the club bar and catering staff and the event
was judged a great success by all concerned. For the hospitality received,
Birketts donated a substantial sum to the club to be used for junior
sailing. There are plans to repeat the event next year.
Otherwise, the Ajax fleet had another good
year, staging the national championships in which
Alex Davey came out as champion, holding off
some strong competition from Cornwall. This fleet
is still the strongest in the club and continues to go
from strength to strength.

Above: The Ajax fleet – ‘Atalanta’ and ‘Teal’ in action
Right: Laser Open – The Fleet in action
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Over the season, RHYC staged open events for Teras,
Toppers, N12’s, Fireflies, Larks, Wayfarers and Lasers. These
events were generally well attended when the weather was favourable
and it is intended to continue with these over next season.

Cruiser Racing
This started off well but dwindled away over the season. At the end
of the year, Philip Waring was appointed class captain and he will be
heading the initiative to revive yacht racing at the club, encouraged by
the new RYA National handicap system. Meanwhile, more serious yacht
racers represented the club in the Haven Series
For the Sunk and Bell races there was a good turnout. The winner of
the Bell Trophy was Simon Barnes in ‘Brent Goose’ and the Sunk Trophy
went to Pat York in ‘Berserker’.

Cruise in Company
A series of weekend cruises were staged up and down the East
Coast and beyond and these were generally successful and well
supported. Class captain Peter Wright has consulted his colleagues
and a good programme has been put together for
social sailors for next year.
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Other winners over the season
Britannia Trophy
Pat Crawford Cup
Iron Topsail Trophy

Sidgewick Cup
Martin Slater Cup
Canon Trophy

1st RHYC
1st RHYC
1st RHYC,
Stroombank
Race
1st RHYC,
Haven IRC 1
1st RHYC
1st RHYC

Laser Fleet

Rodney Mower ‘Stolen Kiss’
Philip Waring
‘Stardust’
Pat York
‘Berserker’

Pat York

‘Berserker’

Mercator Race
2nd Race,
Haven Series

Pat York
Pat York

The Ajax class was busy and competitive throughout the season,
as usual.
The principal winners were:-

Mayon White Trophy
Autumn Barrel
Prosser Plate
Icicle Cup
Jock Marshall Trophy
(Pinmill)
Endeavour Cup
Anita Cup
(RHYC Regatta)
Geoffrey Wrinch
Challenge Cup
National Champion

Tim Power
Graham Ireland
Graham Ireland

Handicap Class
Spring Series
Summer Series
Autumn Series

Joe Hunt
James Clayton
Sabrina Ireland

RS 200
RS 200
Topper

Wednesday Evening

Ajax class

Spring Bell

Spring Series
Summer Series
Autumn Series

Mike Clayton/
Bob Portway
Mike Clayton/
Bob Portway
Mike Clayton/
Bob Portway
John Williams
Pete Smallwood
James Skellorn

‘Polly Oliver’

‘Thunderer’
‘Pegasus’
‘Pegasus’

Bob Tate
David Mayne

‘Teal’
‘Guillemot’

David Kerridge

‘Pegasus’

Alex Davey

‘Atalanta’

Ganges Cup
Grundfos Trophy
(1st Junior)
Junior Cup
(Youngest Junior)

Bob/Amanda Portway RS 400
Sabrina Ireland
Topper
Josie Ruffles

Tera

‘Polly Oliver’
‘Polly Oliver’
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Rob and Tom Adams in the Alto
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18-30’s REGATTA
words ~ James Williams

This Regatta was planned as an extension of
junior and cadet weeks around the country but
for those in the next age bracket up.
Tuesday
The first race of the week, on a virtually windless day, was a
painstakingly long single lap in a NW breeze gusting about 1, with
the tone of the week being set of the Alto, RS200’s, N12 and a
Laser leading the fleet around the course. Wisely we were sent
in for an early lunch in the hope that a sea breeze might build.
Come 14.00 and we had fully hiking conditions in a lovely SE and
bright sunshine for two more races, the first of which had two long
laps all the way up to Pin Mill. The second race of the afternoon
was a standalone pursuit, always one to keep the nerves going
till the very end of the race. It was looking like it would be a very
close affair midway through, with the leading RS200’s and the first
Laser all showing strong claims for the win. This was up till Guy
Pelling managed to wedge his mast underneath the solar panel
on a channel marker leaving the two 200’s to battle it out on an
increasingly one way race course, with Steven Clayton and Ian Gill
finishing in front.
Pints of beer at £2 and bar games kept everyone entertained in
the club’s brand new clubhouse in the evening, although the threat
of a 9.15 launch meant most retired to sleeping bags at a seemingly
sensible time.

Wednesday
Unsurprisingly, Wednesday dawned as windless as Tuesday.
Racing was postponed to allow something to kick in and to get
enough water to make use of the whole width of the river. Three
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races were held on an inverted P course with very similar results
to the previous day. The Alto sailed by the Adams brothers led
the fleet on the water and also the Handicap fleet on corrected
time, followed by the N12 of Henry Johnson and Hester Pelling.
Guy Pelling led the Laser fleet in all three races with Steven and Ian
winning two races in the 200’s, James Williams and Sarah Tuppen
winning the third.
An excellent quiz was organised by Hester Pelling in the evening,
which was followed by a fantastic curry in the Ashbury Room and a
later night for many.

Thursday
Those camping on the front lawn were pleased to be sent
back to bed due to thick fog and yet again, no wind on Thursday
morning. A decision was to be made at 13.00, and such was the
confidence of some of the sailors that the club Oppies were being
taken off the racks in preparation for some on the water games.
However, the local knowledge of David Mayne, a support boat
driver for the day, suggested a sea breeze would arrive and stay
within half an hour. We were given a starting time, which everyone
duly ignored and went back to relaxing on the lawn. Just to serve us
right, a lovely Force 3 came in and we had all of 15 minutes to rig,
launch and get to the start line in time. I can’t speak for the Lasers
or Handicap fleet, but the 200’s had three cracking races, with the
winner only being decided at the final mark or later in each race.
Overall results stayed the same in each fleet, and results were such
that the winners were decided before racing even started on the
final day.
Thursday night was the big night. Everyone dusted off their
dinner jackets and cocktail dresses and sat down to a delicious
beef dinner. Competitors were joined by a number of friends and
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Three of the RS 200’s underway

helpers for the week to bring numbers up to nearly 40, the usual
disco followed and drinking continued till very late.

Friday
A large number of people were grateful for the bacon rolls on
Friday morning, either as a hangover cure or a morning snack
for those still somewhat ‘under the influence’. A light and shifty
Southerly breeze allowed the final two races of the series to be
held in an even less serious manner than the rest of the week. The
heavens opened at the end of the last race and took all the wind,
meaning the ‘Champion of Champions’ race in the club Toppers
ended up having practically no rules and all boats completed the

course without a sail, eventually being won by Richard Elston.
Once again some very close racing was had throughout the
week, with a number of boats taking their turn at the front of the
fleets. The results were also put into one big fleet, which was won
by Steven and Ian, followed by James and Sarah and the Adams
brothers.
The prizes were presented by Commodore Ken Rolls, who
echoed the thanks given to Race Officer Chris Brown and his team,
Sarah-Jane Cook for the shore support as well as the galley and bar
staff for their work through the week. Ken also commented on the
great concept of the week and wished it success for years to come.

The sailors and friends, smartened up
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looking back on

The Junior
words ~ Rear Commodore Gordon Sutton

The Juniors at RHYC had another busy and very successful season. Events were keenly contested
and there were some impressive individual performances while others showed encouraging
improvement.
Many of our young sailors competed in open meetings across the country and the club was
represented in the Topper World Championships in France. Our juniors were well supported by
parents and grandparents who went to a great deal of trouble to get them to their events and their
efforts are appreciated.
JUNIOR RACE WEEK

Teras

Within the club, the highlight as usual was Junior Race Week
in August, which attracted a very strong entry. The main classes
were competitive and exciting.

The Tera fleet goes from strength to strength and this is a
welcome development, as it is the class in which the club has
invested for the future, purchasing two boats to encourage
the youngsters to try them out. Club juniors had success in
these boats this year and several of our juniors have been
selected for the Tera Eastern Area Squad which will undergo
training at Alton Water over the coming winter.

On the social side, the highlight of the week was a barbecue
which attracted a crowd of 190! Even if the racing numbers
were not quite that high, there was fierce competition in all
classes all week on the water.
Steph Hensley organized a new event during the week – a
‘Blow a Boat’ competition. This attracted a very competitive
entry and the designs were many and varied and in due course,
they proved to be more or less sea-worthy. Designing, building
and sailing a ‘blowable’ boat proved a challenge for the club’s
young members and this is sure to be repeated in the future.

Tuesday Series
The Tuesday evening series for juniors in June and July was very
popular with up to 14 boats taking part each week and that led to
the introduction of a further series of races on Sundays later in the
summer. It is intended to continue both of these series next year.
The principal winners on Tuesdays were Ashley Deaton, Harry
Wallhead and Eleanor Hensley.

Trophy Winners
The principal winners over the week were:
Lee Barber Trophy (Optimist) Ruby Lovesee-Clark

Volvo and On Board

Brown Shield (Regatta Fleet)

Joseph Taylor

Keeling Cup (Fast handicap)

Ollie Dixon

The Volvo training programme has now been rebranded
by the RYA as Champion Club and next year this will
continue on Saturdays, along with the On Board series.

Keeling Bowl (Topper)

Henry McCarthy

Laser Trophy

James Head

Junior Holiday cup (Slow
handicap)

Thomas Fisher

Herbert Wyatt Memorial
Trophy

Will Hedley

Cormorant Sails Award

Euan Harris
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Recognition for our Juniors
Congratulations to our young members who have
received recognition for their efforts. A number of them
have been selected for National and Regional RYA squads
and others have been selected for the Topper and Tera
association squads. These selections reflect strong and
consistent performances over the season.
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Year
Left: Toppers heading for home - Ollie Dixon
and Ashley Deaton, two of our leading juniors
Above: The junior fleet gathered at Pinmill

Optimists
This used to be a very strong fleet in the club and there is
now some hope of resurgence over the next couple of years.
Now we are seeing parents who came from that background
themselves, bringing their children to the club and investing in
racing Optimists. Over the summer, David Mayne carried out
renovation work on a number of the racing Optimists belonging
to the club and it is intended to buy some new sails which will
mean that several additional racing boats should be available
next season.
In addition the club now has additional dinghy instructors and
race coaches following the training course which is covered
elsewhere in this magazine and by means of close contact with
local schools it is hoped to recruit some new junior members.

WANTED
Has anyone
seen this man last reported at
the Junior Party?
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Home and Away

Slow Cooking
words ~ JESSIE NISBETT

Last year Sue Rolls wrote encouragingly about the benefits of using a slow cooker for producing delicious
food on board. Comforting casseroles can be made at home, or overnight in a marina using shore power,
and then heated through in a saucepan when needed. We often take casseroles made this way to eat on
board during sailing week ends, and with winter on the way, now might be a good time to experiment with
Slow Cooker recipes at home.
This is an easy stir-it-together-and-leave-to-cook recipe. Try using it as a sort of
blueprint to experiment with different meats, vegetables and seasonings - garlic, bay
leaves and a few dried herbs are easy to keep even on a small boat and add lots of
flavour. Onions and root vegetables need to be cut up quite small and leafy ones should
go in for the last half hour or less. (Remember that every time you lift the lid it adds half
an hour to the cooking time!)
This can be eaten with crusty bread or couscous (soak in double its volume of lightly
salted boiling water for 5 minutes, then fork through). Alternatively, if using a casserole
from home, add some tinned potatoes to the pot to save on washing up.

Beef and Tomato Casserole
Serves about 6 with 1 tin bea

ns. Freezes well.

Ingredients

1. Tip everything except the bea
ns into the slow
cooker, with half the tin of water,
and stir well.
2. Cook on low for about 7-8 hou
rs. Look at it from
time to time and add a little mor
e water if needed.
3. Add beans, if using, half an hou
r before end, or
when re-heated for another day.
4. If you can get tapioca, it will
thicken the casserole
with no effort, if not, half an hou
r before eating, mix
1-2 tablespoons cornflour with a
little cold water
in a cup. Add some of the hot coo
king juices to the
cup, stir well, then add to the slow
cooker, stir in
thoroughly, then turn the heat to
high and cook for
the remaining time.

1kg cubed stewing beef, at roo
m temperature,
washed, and trimmed if necessa
ry
1 large onion, chopped finely
(make sure tough
layer is discarded – can be obt
rusive)
750g carrots, sliced or halved
lengthwise and then
cut into thin batons
3 sticks celery, washed and slice
d finely
12 sun-dried tomatoes (not in
oil), chopped
roughly with scissors
1 tin peeled, chopped tomato
es + 1 tin water
3 bay leaves
1 teaspoon dried oregano
In addition to the ingredients give
2 tablespoons tapioca* or a littl
n, you need 600g.
e cornflour
mixed dried fruit. These need
salt and pepper
to be added to the big
bowl of hot tea at the beginning
of Step 2 and stirred
1 or 2 tins beans, eg: kidney,
well, before continuing with the
cannellini or haricot
rest
of the instructions.
(drain, and rinse if possible)

Look online for more recipes and advice about buying a slow cooker. Size
and shape depends on what you might like to cook – we have a large oval
one at home so that I can cook a whole chicken – the one on the boat is
smaller, and cost £3.50 on ebay! Very little power is used, so they are very
economical. Using a time switch makes a slow cooker even more versatile,
and using the ‘high’ setting cuts the cooking time by half, approximately.

Errata:
In the last edition of ‘Lion Times’ the
recipe for ‘Earl Grey and Orange Tea
Loaves’ was incomplete… I don’t
know how that happened, but very
many apologies…
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RHYC Arts group
“What has art to do with sailing” was the question I addressed in the last article of Lion Times and I am
constantly reminding myself of this as we approach our new winter season. But as you read through the
programme for this year, you will see that our first love, sailing, is very evident not only in our workshops but
in the evening lectures too.
Since the last edition of Lion Times we have held our fifth exhibition, which took place during Regatta weekend when the official opening of the
new clubhouse took place. The work exhibited was from the previous winter’s workshops which took place in Berners Hall because of the club redevelopment.

Held in a newly painted Wreck room, under the title “INTERPRETATION,” our exhibition began with exhibits of work based on still life objects,
in COLLAGE. We had used torn and cut pieces from magazines glued to a board and we exhibited the collages together with paintings completed
from the collaged image. By using the collage as inspiration, Sue found it useful as a way to encourage members to be less concerned with perfection
and realism, helping them to develop a more interesting image. The exhibition was opened with a private view party and exhibitors and their guests
followed this up with a special ‘artist’s supper’ in the Ashbury Room.

Amanda Portway

Ann Ringrose

Anna Block

Ann Ringrose

Deborah Bowkis

Stuart Miller

The images produced by the collages were very exciting with some stunning results, so the group was encouraged to move the idea into landscape,
again using collage, together with photographs for reference. It also resolved issues of how to deal with foreground/backgrounds, colour and made for
a much more relaxed innovative image.
The basis of our organised workshops has always been to develop the skills of the individual to a level where all members, especially those who are
less experienced, are able to work independently, in the subject matter and medium of their choice.
The first of our workshops this season was taken by local artist Andy Wright, who gave a very well prepared and informative workshop on “How
to draw the boat successfully!” Sue conducted the November and December workshops, continuing the theme of painting boats.
Sue, who is going on an extended holiday for two months, has invited Anne Plummer to take the workshop on Saturday 18th January when Anne
will give a talk about her work and will be introducing the medium of watercolour. Anne, who is a live-aboard artist, will give an insight into how she
copes with painting on a boat, culminating in the members completing a watercolour painting of a boat on old navigation charts.
On Saturday Feb 15th the workshop will be taken by Rheinhild Raistrick a respected and well known watercolour botanical artist, who will give a
talk about her work and lead the workshop in completing a painting of snowdrops.
Finally, Sue returns for the workshop on 29th March to assist members to complete their work towards the next exhibition, which will have a truly
nautical theme.
Our Thursday evening art lectures got off to a good start with an enjoyable and informative talk and demonstration, under the title The Artist Afloat
by Claudia Myatt who is the author of the Royal Yachting Association’s “Go series” of children’s books. On Thursday 21st November the well-known
East Anglian artist Anthony Osler, a tutor in maritime painting and a member of the Society of East Anglian Water-colourists’ spoke about his work
and gave a demonstration of painting in oils. Anthony gathers inspiration from the East Coast for his paintings travelling with his own boat. Renowned
for his paintings of Thames Barges this was a fascinating evening of great interest to many members of the Club.
To start 2014 off, on Thursday 16th January, we plan a selection of small talks given by individual members titled “My Favourite work of Art” when
Members will explain why they have chosen the piece, and tell us a little bit about its history and about the artist.
A day visit to the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge is planned for February 13th together with lunch and finally on March 27th we plan to revisit
Christchurch Mansion to view the Constable Paintings and Sketches.
These lectures and workshops are open to all Club members, so if you have an interest in any of the arts do join us at either for the Saturday
workshops or the Thursday lectures – or both!
If you wish to know more about the RHYC Arts Group, please contact Sue Rolls (Tel: 01787 222095)
Email: raynhamstudio@raynhamhouse.com
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THE WOOLVERSTONE PROJECT

Regatta Racers
words ~ Julia Dansie

On a very hot and windless Saturday in
August seven Access 303 class dinghies from
the Woolverstone Project joined in the racing
at the Annual RHYC Regatta. These two-man
dinghies are specifically designed to be sailed
by disabled sailors with an accompanying
“buddy”, and are the mainstay of the dinghy
fleet which the Woolverstone Project sail
on Alton Water. As the “Project” and its
members are associate members of the RHYC
it was nice to see them competing at the
regatta.
They entered the “Slow Dinghy Class”, and it was pretty
apparent at the 1030 briefing that all the racing that day was
going to be slow! A simple three leg course was laid from the
“Lion” acting as committee boat in the fond hope that some
sort of wind might materialise to allow for at least two races.
The Woolverstone Project crews embarked from the MDL
Marina where they have their own special facilities, and
then drifted out across the river to the “Lion” anchored off
the North shore. Pitted against able-bodied dinghy sailors,
the only concession allowed to the disabled is a 360 degree
penalty turn as against the standard 720. Access dinghies need
to be both unsinkable and un-capsizeable, so are equipped
with an extraordinarily heavy dagger board (requiring two

The specially designed cockpit

strong chaps to lift one up!) adding considerably to their
overall weight, so their performance in light airs is not exactly
sparkling. However, the Woolverstone Project sailors are
very experienced in handling them and extracting maximum
performance in all conditions. Thus they were able to compete
seriously against the RHYC Topper Fleet and others in the slow
handicap class, coaxing their boats around the course in the
extreme light weather conditions. Slightly more breeze helped
the heavier dinghies in race two, and over the two races run
that day the “Project” team were well up on points.
Hot weather and sunshine is particularly taxing on those with
limited movement, so after several hours of these conditions
the Woolverstone Project competitors were beginning to
flag, and decided that they should restrict their sailing to
Saturday alone, forfeiting the chance to consolidate their
points in the Sunday racing. The RHYC generously arranged
for a special prize giving for them at the end of Saturday. Sue
Rolls presented prizes for the first, second and third crews in
the Access 303 Class who were Beverly Freeman and Johnty
Dickinson, Nicki Harris and Julia Dansie, and Chris Atkin and
Tony Burrows. Everyone from the Woolverstone Project had
thoroughly enjoyed their day at the RHYC, and were thrilled to
be invited back next year. Perhaps the weather will be kinder,
and two full days of racing completed.

The Access 303 prepared for racing
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A TRAINER TRAINED
words ~ Jo Gifford

Motivated by a somewhat
selfish desire to get more
children sailing regularly
at Royal Harwich so there
were others to sail with my
own kids, as well as a very
persuasive Rear Commodore
(Sailing); I found myself
agreeing to take part in a
Dinghy Instructor Course.
Firstly, I had to get over my irrational
fear of boats with engines and do the
Power Boat 2 course. Next, I had to
prove I could sail rudderless round a
triangle and backwards (with a rudder)
- something I’d never done before,
but soon got the hang of in our preassessment, which turned out to be
a great way to improve boat handling
skills. Then there was just the Dinghy
Instructor Course to go, all run at Royal
Harwich by RYA coaches and spread
over two weekends to try to fit in with
everything else that fills up our lives. All
up it was 2 days of power boating, an
afternoon of pre-assessment, then 5 days
of the instructor course, although there’s
still the First Aid one day course to go.
All in all, quite a few weekends that my
husband had to find ways of entertaining
our boys on his own, or persuade the
grandparents that this was how they
would like to spend their time!

‘Gordon’d’
Gordon had cajoled four of us to do
the course (yes we had been ‘Gordon’d’
as people now say around RHYC) and

I think we were all in slight denial that
it would actually happen. It was not
obvious training conditions on any of the
days except for one, but we came to
appreciate that a Wayfarer can go out in
pretty much anything with its reduced rig
and remain incredibly stable. Squeezing
into toppers in gusty conditions was
more interesting so we learnt how
to perfect the capsize drill! Joe Hunt
managed to find some ‘beginners’
for us to practice on and I think they
appreciated the free tuition; this
certainly made it easier than trying to
teach each other - how do you teach an
ex-national champion to tack? We came
to appreciate that the RYA Method made
some sense, kept in check my tendency
to over complicate things and could
even be adaptable; our instructor was
far more pragmatic than I had previously
thought the RYA ever was. Having only
really taught my own children before,
I came to realise that teaching sailing
could actually be great fun and very
rewarding rather than just frustrating!

A Call to Arms
Having learnt to sail myself at Royal
Harwich when there was a really strong
Oppie fleet, I now appreciate the
amazing opportunity I was given and the
hard work of all our parents that made
it happen. I have found myself returning
to Royal Harwich now with my own
children and realise there is a magnetism
about the club that has attracted back
half the crowd I learnt to sail with along
with their children. If club based youth
sailing is to work it relies heavily on
getting parents involved, I’m not saying

Sailing Knight Aboard
After completing his official duties, Sir Robin was
given a taste of the Orwell on board ‘Spirit’ with
Sean McMillan at the helm.
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The training sessions underway on the water

everyone needs to become a qualified
instructor or coach (although a few more
would help) but just being prepared to
give up some time, muck in and make it
a regular commitment so the kids really
feel like they can get stuck in, have fun,
make friends and make a bit of progress
in their sailing.
So I end with a bit of a call to arms as
I know I would like my children to have
the opportunities I had, so they grow
up with sailing as part of their lives, an
escape from work and a place of lasting
friendships. I must add that it is to the
credit of Gordon Sutton and Joe Hunt
that we now have four new Dinghy
Instructors and three new Dinghy Race
Coaches within our membership.
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Technical Page

Distress Flares –
the new technology
words ~ Derek Simonds

Member Derek Simonds was an RNLI
Instructor and has been reviewing latest
developments in sending distress signals.
British flagged leisure craft are only required to
carry flares if they exceed 13.7metres or are operating
commercially. Developments in technology now question
the need for traditional flares on the average yacht.
Hand held pyrotechnics have a number of
disadvantages:
• Potentially dangerous both to the user and the boat
particularly as few yachtsmen have opportunity
to practice using them to be confident in an
emergency.
• Expensive given their life limitations.
• Difficult to dispose of when out of date.

all-round but irregular laser patterns to
differentiate from navigation lights; tests
suggest they are visible from several miles
and they feature in the RYA’s latest advice as
to viable methods for indicating position. A
new version to be launched later this year will
go further and meet the requirements of a
recognised distress signal.
The recently published RYA view is: “In
today’s modern age there is no compelling
case to support the mandatory requirement
of flares as a practical and useful method of
initiating a distress alert and location”. The
MCA remain less convinced and the RYA
is currently lobbying them to review their
traditional stance.

There are two considerations in a distress situation
-Alerting and Location. Traditionally the rocket flare is
the method of alert while handheld red and orange flares
pinpoint location for ‘the final mile’. Handhelds also
signal distress but range limits their value. There are now
modern alternatives for both:

There is no simple answer to the ideal
distress solution as this depends on the type
of boat, area of your cruising, budget and
personal preference. Generally speaking new
technology is safer, more effective, and can be
better value overall as prices come down and
if their longevity against the cost of a limited
life flare pack is considered.

The Alert

Cruising Abroad

VHF DSC and EPIRB/PLB’s provide more reliable
distress signalling. Not only simpler, faster and safer
than a flare, they can be operated with minimal briefing
by anyone on board. Unlike a flare they transmit until
acknowledged and do not rely on other people to relay
to the authorities.

UN Convention on Law at Sea provides
that the rules of the vessel’s flag nation
(Britain) apply to our boats if cruising rather
than based in foreign waters. France for
example maintains a requirement for all its
flagged boats to carry flares but British visitors
are not required to do so. There have been
instances of English boats being fined for time
expired flares under local rules but this seems
less common at the moment. Carriage of out
of date flares is not to be recommended on
the grounds of either safety or effectiveness.

• Less effective than modern alternatives.

Location and Identification
If the VHF or EPIRB/PLB is linked to a GPS then alert
and location can be filled by one device; also lifeboats
have direction finding equipment for precise location.
There is an argument for a method of pinpointing
your vessel easily, and new technology again offers an
alternative. The laser flare (Electronic Visual Distress
Signals or EVDS) is safe and easy to use with a much
longer period of visibility.
The ODEO Flare has a rotating head that provides

The RYA website has an excellent section
including a ‘Table of Guidelines’ giving options
for combinations of equipment depending on
intended boat usage. For a Yachting Monthly
test of a new laser flare see http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=t47hFJBsMZA
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CLUB scene
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PRESIDENT’S DINNER

A full house enjoyed an excellent dinner in the
clubhouse in December, when members were entertained
by guest of honour, Griff Rhys Jones, a keen yachtsman
himself and not surprisingly, an excellent raconteur. The
photo shows the principal prize-winners, Anne Plummer,
James Kelman, Richard Elston, Caroline Louth and George
Finch with Griff in the Ashbury Room after the dinner.

New Club Manager

RORC SUCCESS
Congratulations to RHYC member Nick Parker, who was a member
of the crew of ‘Tonnerre de Breskens 3’ which won the RORC IRC
Series for the third time in four years. As well as winning the overall prize,
the international crew collected a large array of trophies for individual
events. The photo shows the successful crew with their trophies at the
RORC Dinner and Prize-giving at the Royal Courts of justice in London in
November.
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As many members will already know,
the club has recently appointed James
Aldridge as the new Operations and
Events Manager. James comes from a
background in hospitality management
and he was previously Events Manager
of The Cambridge Union Society.
Although his new appointment at the
RHYC is obviously very different, James welcomes the
challenge and he is looking forward to making the most of
the new clubhouse and its facilities.
James comes originally from the Cambridge area and he
is married to Suzy and they have two children, Jack (15)
and Toby (12). The family still lives in the Cambridge area
and there are no immediate plans for a move but this is
open to review as he settles into the job.
James claims that he has absolutely no experience of
sailing but admits that with every day spent at the club,
the temptation grows. We wish him well in his new
position.
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STORMS AND FLOOD
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a COMMODORE, A REAR
COMMODORE AND A FRIEND!
Even the seniors enjoyed the party at the end of
Junior Race Week.
Port and Starboard
Sears at the Laying
Up Supper
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CLUB scene
A WARM WELCOME TO OUR
NEW MEMBERS
FULL MEMBERS
Michael Bell
Jeremy Bezant
Claire Darwent
Hedley Freeman
Russell Hamlet

Mark Humphrey
Michael McCarthy
Barrie Powell
Jonathan Prosser
Peter St John Howe

JOINT MEMBERS
Paul Atkins
Jill Atkins
Penelope Brailsford
Richard Cronk

ORDINARY MEMBERS (18 – 24)

SPECIAL MEMBER

Sam Hall

Andrew Morton

Emma Cronk
Peter Hass
Doris Hass
Nick Murphy
Emma Murphy

Simon Parker
Iona Parker
Mary Tydeman

Alice Parker
Jaimie Shand-Brown
Sasma Tydeman

Maisy Ward-Jackson

CADET MEMBERS
Alexander Cronk
Siena Cronk
Harrison Forbes

Henry Forbes
Isabel Johnson
Lucy Murphy

Giles Murphy
Edward Parker
Alexander Parker

In Memoriam
Lt Commander John Smiddy (Rtd) - a member since 1984, who was active in the club for many years until he moved to live
in Kent, where he remained an Outport Member.

LAYING UP
SUPPER
Left: Pictured with Sue
Rolls, who presented
the prizes are winners,
Mike Clayton and Bob
and Amanda Portway, the
crew of ‘Polly Oliver’.
Far Left: Pat York and Ray
Flanagan of ‘Berserker’
- winners of the Sunk
Trophy.
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Captain Lionel welcomes your comments, criticisms and, most especially, contributions at CaptainLionel@live.co.uk
“full and by”.
5. Ferrocement. Cement plaster applied to a steel
mesh armature.
6. The Royal Hospital School moved to Holbrook in
1933 from the buildings at Greenwich that now
accommodate the Maritime Museum.
7. 1982.

to specify the other important chain dimensions
such as pitch and width, essentially the length and
width of the ‘hole’ in the link. (Pitch x number of
links = chain length.) This is why chain must be
‘calibrated’ to correctly match a windlass gypsy

6.

Which local school has a historical connection with the
Maritime Museum?

7.

When was the Orwell Bridge first opened to traffic?
1962, 1972, 1982 or 1992.

8.

What contribution to safety at sea, in 1854, is attributed
to a Captain Ward?

1. 5 Ports. As the conservancy
answers and pilotage authority, Harwich
Harbour Authority provides
services for shipping using the
commercial ports of Felixstowe, Ipswich, Harwich
International, Harwich Navyard and Mistley.

14. The balls and diamonds indicate that she is engaged
in underwater or dredging operations and that there
is an obstruction on the side where the balls are
displayed. In this instance you are required to pass
on her port side. At night the balls are replaced with
red lights and the diamonds with green lights.

8. In 1854 Captain Ward, a RNLI inspector, created
a cork vest for lifeboat crews and he is generally
accredited with the invention of the lifejacket.
9. The propeller has a diameter of 17 inches and a
pitch of 15 inches. Pitch is the theoretical distance
that the propeller will move forward for each
revolution, ignoring practical considerations such
as slip.
10. 28th October 1976.

We all know Mike Peyton for his cartoons, but what type
of hull construction did he prefer for his own yachts?

2. Apple core = 6 months,
Orange peel = 2 years,
Polystyrene cup = 75 years
Coke can = 100 years
Plastic bottle = 450 years

15. If waterline length is entered in feet the result
of the calculation is an approximation to hull or
displacement speed in knots – the speed beyond
which any further increase in speed requires a
significant increase in power as the hull begins to
climb up its own bow wave. Captain Lionel’s boat
has a waterline length of 36 ft and therefore a hull
speed of 8kts.
(the square root of 36 = 6. 6 x 4/3 = 24/3 = 8)

11. A British psychologist, Nicolette Daisy Milnes-Waker
in 1971 taking 45 days.
12. Riddle of the Sands.

16. RAdio Direction And Ranging. Radar was developed
in the UK, and elsewhere, but the term ‘radar’ was
first coined by the Americans in 1940.

5.

3. Charles Perry first suggested the use of copper
sheathing in 1708 and Sir Humphry Davy carried out
experiments which eventually persuaded the Royal
Navy to copper sheath all its ships by the end of the
Century. It was an expensive process but ships sailed
faster and needed to spend less time in harbour.
Copper plating remained the standard method of
protecting a ships hull until the advent of modern
antifouling paint.

13. Listed chain sizes refer to the link diameter, i.e. the
diameter of the steel rod which is bent to form the
chain link. Unfortunately there is no single standard

We use the phrase “by and large” to mean ‘generally
speaking’ or ‘on the whole’. What is its precise nautical
meaning?
What was the technological development for hulls that
Charles Perry and Sir Humphry Davy pioneered in the
18th century?

4. The phrase “by and large” was an order to the
helmsman to sail the ship slightly off the wind
minimising the risk of being ‘caught aback’. The
order to sail as close as possible to the wind was

?

4.
3.

Apple core, Coke can, Orange peel, Plastic bottle,
Polystyrene cup.

See answers below

16. The word radar is an acronym, what do the letters
stand for?
15. What information is provided by the formula
(square root of waterline length) x 4/3 ?
14. You are sailing downstream from RHYC towards
Harwich when you encounter a large vessel
proceeding slowly upstream. She is displaying various
shapes including two black spheres, one over the
other, on her starboard side and two diamonds, also
one over the other, on her port side. On which side
will you pass her?
13. How is the size of chain specified?
12. Which classic film, of nautical interest, stared Michael
York, Jenny Agutter and Simon MacCorkindale?
11. Who was the first woman to sail, single-handed, nonstop, across the Atlantic?

1.

How many commercial ports are serviced by the
Harwich Haven Authority?

9.

2.

One of these items of rubbish will take 450 years
to degrade in the sea, another 6 months and the
remainder an intermediate time. Can you arrange them
in order by the time that they will take to degrade?

10. In which year, on the 28th October, was the white
ensign of the Royal Navy last lowered at HMS Ganges,
1956, 1966 or 1976?
The boss of the propeller on Captain Lionel’s yacht is
stamped 17 x 15. What does this mean?

questions

Captain Lionel’s Nautical Quiz
quiz page
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the ultimate modern classic
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